MYTHS

These myths apply to pan people specifically.

**I'm not attracted to pans.**

Pan is the same as bi.

While bi and pan are related identities, they are separate. Pan people experience attraction regardless of gender. While bi people can potentially feel attraction to all genders as well (but not necessarily), gender may play an important factor in the way they feel attraction.

Pan is a trendy identity.

Just because an identity is relatively new doesn't mean its illegitimate. Many people identify as pan because it fits their experiences better than any other label, not because they want to join some sort of perceived trend.

BI/Pan Erasure

One of the most common forms of oppression against bi/pan erasure is the refusal to acknowledge we exist. Movies dance around the words bi or pan, and use language such as “turned gay” or “is straight now” instead of recognizing other orientations. Even bi/pan celebrities are commonly remembered as gay or straight, such as Freddie Mercury, Amy Winehouse, Margaret Cho, and Alan Cumming.

Thanks for reading!

See ya, Pan Panda!

Hey! I'm Bi Bison!

Bi/Pan Identities

Hi! I'm Pan Panda!

-The person will identify completely with this image and feel like the general perspective of one bi/pan experience.

There is no one bi/pan experience. This...